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R~vvi~v1-active interwnduction-band transitions from the h, to h,2 bands in heavily doped n-Sj
(n 1.$ X 10 cm «) interfere with the zone-center optical phonon to produce Pano-type asymmetric phonon
line shapes typical of a discrete-continuum interaction. %e have studied the line shapes as a function of
exciting frequency and uniaxial stress along the [001] and [111]directions. The asymmetry is removed under

[001] uniaxial stress for the doublet component of the phonon that couples to the stress-depleted doublet

valley, and is enhanced for the singlet component that couples to the carriermdmiced singlet valley. &e
have catculated from microscopic theory the parameters that describe the Pano interaction —the asymmetry

parameter, the broadening, and the frequency shift due to the self-energy of the phonon deformation-

potential interaction with the free electrons in the conduction-band valley. These paameters have been

calculated for zero stress and a high stress along the [001] direction, and are found to be in excellent
agreement with experiment. %e have also investigated the second-order acoustical-phonon scattering

[2TA(X)]; it shows no change in line shape for heavily doped n-Si. Under uniaxial stress along the [001]
and [111] directions, it exhibits only the hydrostatic shift, as does pure Si, which was measured for
comparison.

I. INTRODUCTION

In heavily doped n- type Si (n = 1.5 x 10"cm ')
the partial filling of the (001) conduction-band
valleys makes possible transitions between the
4, and 4„conduction bands that are along the
(100) directions. These transitions are infrared
forbidden but Raman active. When the doping is
sufficientj. y high, the energy continuum of these
transitions overlaps with the energy of the dis-
crete Baman-active optical phonon of the same sym-
metry and an inter ference between the phonon and the
electronic transitions takes place."The line shape
of the phonon is modified to a typically asym-
metric Pano-type line shape characteristic of a
discrete-continuum interaction. Similar effects
have been observed in heavily doped P-type Si,'
where inter-valence-band transitions are re-
sponsible for the interference with the optical
phonon. In addition to the asymmetric line shape,
a small shift in the position of the phonon to lower
frequencies is observed. This frequency shift may
be described as the real part of the self-energy
due to the phonon deformation-potential inter-
action with the free electrons in the conduction
band. '

We present in this paper experimental results
and theoretical calculations in heavily doped n-Si
for the parameters that describe the Pano-type
asymmetry: the asymmetry parameter q,
broadening I' and the frequency shift 4~, . Through
a purely algebraic approach we calculate values
of these parameters that are in good agreement
with experiment. These calculations also yield

the sign of the Pano asymmetry parameter q
which, contrary to previous statements, ' is not
determined by symmetry. %'e have also mea-
sured the shifts in the frequency of the phonon for
heavily doped Si as a function of uniaxial stress
along the [001] direction. The changing valley
populations cause changes in b ~„q,g,nd T. The
parameters are calculated for a high stress, and
found to agree well with experiment. For a [111]
uniaxial stress, the valley populations remain
unchanged, and the three parameters do not change.
with stress.

The Pano line shape of the phonon is also studied
as a function of the exciting frequency. In a re-
gion far from the E, resonance, ' the contribution
to the scattering due to the phonon varies as 04
(0 is the laser frequency) while the contribution
from the inter-conduction-band excitations is
nearly independent of frequency. ' The asymmetry
parameter q for several frequencies is deter-
mined experimentally and theoretically, and both
values are found again to be in good agreement.
F and b ~, are independent of exciting frequency.

The frequency of the second-order transverse-
acoustical phonon 2TA(X) was also studied under
uniaxial stress along the [001] and [111]crystal
directions for both pure Si and heavily doped n-Si.
The phonon is of nearly spherical (I',) symmetry,
so that only a hydrostatic shift is observed, with
a coefficient in agreement with previous measure-
rnents. No change in the line shape, either due to
the dopi, ng in the heavily doped material (the low-
frequency tail due to intraband scattering is weak
in intensity at the frequency of this phonon), or
under stress for either material, is observed.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Raman spectra were taken at room temperature
in the backscattering configuration standard
for opaque materials. Spectra Physics Ar' and
Kr' lasers mere used to obtain the exciting radia-
tion. A Spex triple monochromator with a wave-
number drive and a cooled photomultiplier
equipped with photon counting electronics was
used for detection, in conjunction with a multi-
channel analyzer for data storage. Counting times
of 2-5 sec per channel were utilized to record
first-order spectra and 30 sec per channel for
second-order spectra. The stress apparatus
employed was equipped with a digital readout as
has been described previously in the literature. '
Typically, compressive stresses up to 20 kbar
were reached. A neon lamp was used for wave-
length reference and calibration purposes.

Samples of Si were cut from single crystals, and
x-ray oriented to within 1'. The samples were cut
into bars of 20@1.3x1.3 mm, and the stress was
applied along their length. The face used for scat-
tering was polished with 0.3-p.m alumina, polish
etched with Syton" for 10 min and etched in HF
for 1 min.
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III. THEORY

The presence of electrons in the (100) con'duc-

tion-band valleys permits infrared forbidden but
Raman allowed transitions between the 4, and 4, .
conduction bands. A continuum of transitions
exists from a minimum energy I co f to a maxi-
mum energy )f&u [Fig. 1(a)] which are deter-
mined by the Fermi level Ez. If the energy of the
discrete optical-phonon state, which has the same
symmetry as the interband transitions, falls with-
in the continuum, an interference between the
discrete state and the continuum takes place.
Such an interference has been treated by Fano'
and is known to lead to asymmetric line shapes.
Fano's theory has been adapted to the case of a
quasicontinuum as in P- and n-type Si.'*" The
asymmetric line shape of the phonon is given by

f(e, q) = (q+ c)'/(1+ e'),
where

anct

(1c)

—k t k&

V, and the Haman matrix elements between the
ground and excited states of the phonon and elec-
tron, T~ and T,, respectively. The broadening
1' and the frequency shift b &e, (which is the real
part of the self-energy due to interaction with

free electrons in the conduction band) are given

by

FIQ. 1. (a) Conduction bands of Si near the X& point

(where the 4& and 42 bands are degenerate).
is the energy of a Raman-active transition between
bottom of the conduction band and the edge of the
BriQouin zone. 8(d~&~ and I(d~~ are the minimum and

maximum transition energies between the 6& and 62i
bands for the Fermi level of E~ Ez denotes the Fermi
level when it has risen above the X~ point. (b) Trans-
verse slice of the bands at an energy @co & ~~„when
the Fermi level has risen above the X, point to Ez.
The shaded area denotes the region where there exist
filled initial and empty final states, permitting trans-
tions to take place.

where q is the asymmetry parameter and I' the
broadening. &p is the phonon frequency in pure
Sl and Q)p + &cop the frequency in heavily doped
Si. The three parameters p F RQd &Sop are re-
lated to the microscopic properties of the crystal.
The parameter q, as defined in E(l. (1c), depends
on I' and 4~„the electron-phonon matrix element

where

R( ) = Pf ((( ')(,~,) d
1

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)
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P represents the principal value of the integral,
while D(&o} is the combined density of states for
the electronic transitions, a function of the tran-
sition energy 5m.

In n-type si, the parameters h, ~„q,and F can
be calculated algebraically from microscopic
theory if we assume that the conduction bands 4,
and 4,. are parabolic. This assumption is rea-
sonable in view of previous calculations"'" and

experiments. " The transverse and longitudinal
masses of the bands m, and m, are known from
experiment, ' as isthe distance of the minimum of
the &, conduction band from the edge of the Bril-
louin zone" at X„K=(2v/a} x 0.14, where s is the
lattice constant [Fig. 1(a}]. We proceed to evalu-
ate from microscopic theory the parameters q,
I', and 4+o.

A. Calculation of duo

The density of states per unit volume, D(&o) is
given by the standard expression"

1 d$„
V;Of )

(3)

)f&o= (g 2/2m, )[(K+k)' —(K- k)']

= (ga/2m()4Kk .
Therefore,

(4)

where dS„is the element of area in k space of the
surface of constant energy I~. Assuming that the
6, and h,a, bands have equal masses, the transi-
tion energy between the two bands, S~, at a wave
vector whose longitudinal component is k, is given
by [Fig. 1(a)]

1 m m, a' ~mrD()=4.. fo,.' E. 2
-K 2KI- (8)

The electron-phonon matrix element for the
deformation potential interaction is"

V = (2/a)Da (if /4MN(u )' i 2 (9)

where M is the atomic mass of Si, M=4/a'is the
number of unit cells per unit volume and D, is
the phonon deformation potential at the [100] con-
duction bands in Si. There are no known measure-
ments of this quantity, and a calculated value of
-8.08 eV is assumed" (see Appendix A). We use"
a = 5.43 L an(Pa m, =0.9163 m„m,=0.1905 m„
where m, is the electronic mass.

The expression (2b} for 4&ua is obtained from
standard perturbation theory as the real part of
the self-energy of the phonon due to interaction
with the free electrons. 5 It represents the an-
harmonic contribution to the frequency of the
phonon. The expression for the frequency shift
is obtained at the phonon frequency co„using
R(&o,) from Eq. (2c) and substituting Eg. (9) into
Egs. (2b) and (2c),

Do
0 g2

E~ and the energy along the longitudinal direction of
the 4,band. At a point where the longitudinal com-
ponent of the wave vector is k,

g 2k', /2m, =S,—(g 2/2m, )(K- k)' (Va)

=Z, (k 2/2m, )(K- ~m, /nm)2 . (7b)

The density of states per unit volume D(ur) is
found by substituting Egs, (5)-(V) into Eq. (3),

Va (R(u} =2' 2/m, , (5)
Xp D (d + dip

dS„=gk, . (6)

When' isatorbelowtheX, Point, wherethe n, and

na, bands are degenerate, as in Fig. 1(a), the energy
in the transverse direction, proportional tok„is
written as the difference between the Fermi energy

since the transverse contribution is zero. dS„is
the transverse slice of the mass ellipsoid at ener-
gy S~, which in terms of the transverse compo-
nent of the wave vector k, is given by The factor of 2 accounts for the fact that a [001]

phonon interacts with the two equivalent [001] and

[001] valleys. The limits of integration &o and

~ „areeasily calculated using the Fermi level
and the band parameters. Substituting Eq. (8) into

Eq. (10}and performing the rather straightforward
integration, we obtain &~o in closed form

Do amrm~ m, mr 1~0 " & ~o- ("max
0 8M affaK 8K 2 ( maa mia} ( maa i&a} + 8K2 2 2

r+
Meso@ E K mr

m g'(do 5 E +0+ &4 (10a)
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By subtracting the areas of the two circles in Eq.
(ll), we obtain an area [to replace that of the
circle of radius k, in Eq. (8}]which is independent

of the Fermi level E~,

dS„'=wkt —wka, „=2w(m,/5)(u . (12)

This expression applies for the entire shaded area
in Fig. 1(b). The density of states in this region
is then obtained by substituting Eqs. (12) and (5)
into Eq. (3):

D'(ur} =(1/4w')(m m /Ifg')(u

The contribution to 4coo from the filled region is,
therefore,

1 DQ 1 m m~
2w' a' MN~Q E5'

(14)

Upon the application of a uniaxial stress along
the [001] direction, the changes in the valley
populations for the carrier enhanced singlet and
the depleted doublet (Sec. IV B) are reflected in
the Fermi level E~ and a consequent change in
the limits of integration o) ~ and ~„.~ in-
creases continuously with increasing Ez.
decreases to zero up to the point when the Fermi
level reaches the X, point for E~=0.11 eV. After
that or

„

increases since the final states in the 4,,
band begin to fill up. No transitions of energies
between zero and l~ „arepossible at k, =0. How-

ever, occupied initial and empty final states are
available at larger values of k, in the transverse
direction. A transverse slice of the 4, and &,,
bands is depicted in Fig. 1(b), for a transition
energy 0 & Iso &S~ „,when the Fermi energy js
above the X, point, e.g. , at E~. Since the 4, and
4„conduction bands have equal masses, the en-
ergy separation between them Io) remains con-
stant for the transverse slice, defined by the
value of the longitudinal component of the wave-
vector k [Fig. 1(b)]. Transitions occur only be-
tween the filled initial and empty final states, in-
dicated by the shaded area for a Fermi level E~.
In such a case, the transverse slice of the mass
ellipsoid contributing to dS„will not be given by
the circle implied in Eq. (8) but by the difference
of two circles, one representing the empty 4, .
band, the other the filled 4, band. If we consider
a transition whose final state is at energy Ez in
Fig. 1(b}, the k, 's of these circles are defined by

(ff2/2m, )k', =Z, ,

(K~/2m')kg i =Ep —R(o .

in analogy with Eq. (10). Upon integration, we
obtain

Do atm&mt (d
&

+(d
'&o =

8M 3I 3~ —2~m~a+ koln
om o'min- ~o

(14a)

This contribution is added to 4o)Q obtained from
Eq. (10a} when the Fermi level rises above the X,
point.

For the sample under study the Fermi energy at
zero stress is 0.11 eV (as calculated using the
method in Ref. 18), so that we start with the
Fermi level at the X, point and o) „=0obtaining
a contribution to nroo only from Eq. (10a). On the
application of a compressive uniaxial stress along
the [001] direction, the singlet gains carriers, so
that E~ rises above the X, point. At a high stress,
the contribution due to the filled part, Eq. (14a)
has to be considered, and is found, for E~=0.22
eV (corresponding to a stress of 20 kbar in our
case) to be approximately equal to half of the
contribution from Eq. (10a). The doublet at high
stress is depleted of carriers and the contribution
to h&u, comes only from Eq. (10a) with the ap-
propriate o) and u) „.

B. Calculation of 1 and q

The expression for the broadening I is given by
Eq. (2a). The largest contribution from the density
of states to the broadening is expected to be at the
frequency of the phonon. %e therefore calculate
the broadening as

(15)

substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (2a). D(&o,) is ob-
tained from Eq. (8). Once again the factor of 2

accounts for the fact that each phonon interacts
with two equivalent valleys.

At zero stress, when the Fermi level is below
the X, point, the calculation of D(~,) proceeds
according to Eqs. (3)-(l), substituting &o, for ur,

the condition being that the right-hand side in Eq.
(7b} can only be positive. A negative value for
k', indicates that the Fermi energy is lower than
the initial state of the transition energy, in this
case Ioro. The electronic continuum does not then
overlap with the phonon, and no contribution to I'
can occur due to the Fano interaction, i.e., 1"=0.
Such a case occurs for khe doublet at a high stress
along the [001] direction (Sec. IV B).

As the Fermi level rises well above the X,
point filling states in the 4,. band beyond the en-
ergy 5~ =1'o)o, as in the case of the singlet valley
at 20 kbar, k, at &u = ~, corresponds to k'k', /2m,

o)Q This is the maximum pos sib le value of k
„

regardless of how much higher the Fermi level
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rises. This value of k, was used to calculate 1
for the singlet at 20 kbar.

The asymmetry parameter q is defined in Eq.
(1c). The Raman matrix element for the phonon

T~ is obtained using the calculated value of the
Raman tensor'~ 6' at the exciting frequency 0,

T~ =(P [ (g /4MN(o, )(ns+ 1)]' I'(SQ'/a'), (16)

where n~ is the Bose-Einstein factor. The elec-
tronic matrix element is calculated using the
valence band at X, as an intermediate state. The
energy difference between the valence and con-
duction bands, E,-E„,is taken to be 4.4 eV.
Then 20

T.=~+(«" I&. lv&&vip, ln. &

+ «, . lu„l
v& &v

l p„ln,', )

1
IKQ —(Z, —E,) KA+(Z, —E,)j

(17)

where

I' (q+ e ')' y
I'+y 1+@" I'+y ' (18a)

c ' = (&u —(oo —n (oo) /(I'+ y) (18b)

and y is the linewidth of the phonon in pure Si.
Equation (18a) has the same form as Eq. (1a)
except for a constant amplitude factor that cor-
responds to normalizing the intensities between

The summation runs over the wave functions of
the valence band, denoted by v. The transition
matrix elements are found using pseudopotential
calculations (see Appendix A).

Using Eqs. (16) and (IV) for T~ and T„Eq.(9)
for V, Eq. (10) for h&o„and Eq. (15) for I', we
substitute in Eq. (1c) to obtain the value of q. We
note that I' is independent of exciting frequency
0, as are V and h(d„but the Raritan matrix ele-
ments T~ and T, are dependent on 0, and the asym-
metry defined by q is thus dependent on exciting
frequency.

When a uniaxial stress along the [001] direction
is applied, changes in I' and 4(d, due to changes in
the Fermi level are reflected in q (Sec. IV B).
The other parameters V, T~, and T, do not depend
on the Fermi level.

Unlike the case of P-type Si,4 the interference in
n-type Si is small, so that the broadening due to
the Fano interaction is small compared to the
natural linewidth of pure Si. In order to get the
correct line shape, the Fano line shape [Eq. (1a)]
is convoluted with a I.orentzian corresponding to
pure Si. The convoluted line shape is also Fano-
like, with thk form

the Lorentzian and the convoluted line shape of
Eq. (18a) and a background y/I'+ y which ensures
that Eq. (18a) and Eq. (1a) have the same limit for
ao- ~~. The new line shape has the same q as Eq.
(1a), but the broadening is the sum of the intrinsic
broadening and the Fano interaction induced com-
ponent. In comparing theory and experiment, one
has to account for the natural linewidth of the
phonon.

nSi
(n =45x

N
~~
C

4
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FIG. 2. Line shape of the zone-center optical phonon
in heavily doped n-Si (n =1.5x10 cm 3) as a function
of exciting frequency. Note the decrease in the asymme-
try of the line shape at 5145 A as compared to 7525 A..
The intensities have been adjusted to be roughly equal.
The dots are experimental points and the solid lines
fits to Eq. (18a) using the values of q quoted in Table I.
The average value of y+ I' obtained from these fits is
1.87+0.1 cm ~.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Zonewenter phonon in the absence of stress

The one-phonon Raman spectrum for n-Si (n
=1.5 x 10"cm ') was measured at room tempera-
ture for several exciting frequencies (Fig. 2). The
experimental line shapes were fitted with the theo-
retical expression given by Eq. (1Sa), using the
broadening I'+y, the asymmetry parameter q and
the phonon frequency (d, +4~, as adjustable pa-
rameters. Good fits were obtained in all cases.

Upon varying the exciting frequency 0, no change
is seen in I' and 4(d0 within experimental error.
This is consistent with the theoretical formulation
of Sec ~ III. The only change is in the asymmetry
parameter q, which increases, decreasing the
asymmetry, as 0 increases. Physically, this
arises mainly from the fact that the scattering
due to interband transitions that exist from nearly
zero frequency are almost independent of exciting
frequency' while the phonon exhibits an 0' behavior
at energies far from the energy gap' (in this case
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TABLE I. Experimental and calculated values of the
asymmetry par'ameter q for several exciting @wave-

lengths.

Exciting
wave1ength (k) (expt. ) (theor. )

5145

6764

7525

-50+ 10

-24+ 2

-20+ 2

-13+ 1

4~48

-21'48

-12-3

the degenerate E,' and E, gaps at 3.4 eV).
Using the calculated values of I' and lb'&, (I'

=0.14+0.04 cm ', bto, = —0.65 cm '), which we
shall discuss shortly, we calculate q ac-
cording to the formulas of Sec. III. We notice
first that the sign of q is determined by the nu-
merator of Eq. (1c), since I' is positive. The
electron-phonon matrix element V is negative for
the wave functions we have used to calculate Do
[see Appendix A, Eqs. (A7) and (A8)]. The same
wave functions are used to calculate the electronic
matrix element T„which is also negative [ Eq.
(A11)] below the E, gap of 4.4 eV. Our measure-
ments span the range from 1.65 to 2.4 eV. The
phonon matrix element T~ is dependent on the sign
of the Haman tensor (P', which has been determined
to be negative from Fano interference line shapes
in P-type Si." Therefore, since both terms VT~/
T and 4 (Joo are negative, the sign of q is negative,
which means that the antiresonance in the line
shape should be on the high-frequency side, as
borne out by experiment. This case is opposite
to that of P-type Si,' where the antiresonance is on
the low-frequency side because of a positive q. It
should be noted that the sign of q is not a conse-
quence of symmetry as has been previously
claimed' but of the signs of the matrix elements
T~, T„andV all of which do not follow simply
from symmetry.

In Table I we list experimental and theoretical
values of q for several exciting frequencies. With-
in experimental error excellent agreement is
found. Values of (P(Q) are obtained from Ref.
19

The frequency shift d ~, as calculated according
to Eq. (10a} (at a zero stress Fermi level of 0.11
eV) is 4~, =-0.65 cm ', in excellent agreement
with the experimental value of -0.5 +0.2 cm '.
Using a semiclassical treatment for the electron-
phonon interaction between the &, and 4, , bands,
Cerdeira" obtained an approximate expression
for 4~, as a function of the average transition
energy Eo(0),

h&o = [IP gN /6Mw+ (0)][1+E /E (0)], (19a)

4&v/v = —,'(4M/M) N~/Ns, , (20)

where Np is the density of phosphorous and %sf
that of silicon atoms. If we assume that all
phosphorous atoms are electrically active Np
equals the electron concentration N„=1.5 x 102
cm ' in our case. Equation (20} then yields nor
=0.05 cm '. A contribution of the same order is
expected from the changes in bond lengths around
the phosphorous atoms. These contributions to-
gether explain qualitatively the disorder induced
broadening of 0.2 cm ' mentioned above.

In the light of the large relative errors in the
experimental values of l, we do not consider the
comparison between experimental and theoretical
I"s very meaningful. We believe that q and 4(d,
are more accurate indicators of the correctness
of the calculations and the parameters used than F.

8. Zone-center phonon in the presence of stress

The one-phonon spectrum has been studied under
the application of compressive uniaxial stresses

where N~ is the carrier concentration. The leading
term in this expression is obtained simply from
Eq. (10}by substituting the number of carriers
per valley N, /6 for the integrated density of
states D(&a) and an average transition energy
Eo(0) for &o', thereby dropping the integral. In
the limit v' = Eo(0)» co„

&(o, = —(1P, a/M(o, )(N~/6) [ I/Eo(0)] (19b)

after replacing N by 4/a'. Equation (19a) yields
results in good agreement with our detailed cal-
culations if one uses for Eo(0) 0.4 eV, a value
which is reasonable in vievr of the limits of inte-
gration in Eq. (10) at zero stress.

The broadening I' is calculated with Eq. (15) to
be 0.14 +0.04 cm ' (assuming an uncertainty of
10% in the Fermi level), while the experimental
value obtained by subtracting an intrinsic broaden-
ing (that which corresponds to pure Si) of y =1.55
+0.1 cm ' from the linewidth of the phonon in the
heavily doped Si is F =0.32+0.14 cm '. However,
if one assumes that the intrinsic linewidth is not
that of pure Si but that of the carrier depleted
doublet under a high uniaxial stress along a [001]
direction, y =1.76+0.14 cm ', one obtains l" =0.11
+0.14 cm ' for our heavily doped crystal. This
assumption would mean that there is a contribu-
tion to the linewidth of 0.2 cm ' due to the disorder
introduced by the dopant (different atomic masses,
different force constants). The effect of the mass
difference between the dopant phosphorous and
silicon (n M/M =,) is expected to be
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along the [001] and [ ill] crystal directions. In
both cases the exciting radiation was 6471 A. In
order to compare the results obtained for hor eavily

p i, he experiments mere performed on pure
i un er similar conditions. A neon calibration
amp mas used in order to determine the frequen-

cies of the phonon peaks to within 0.25 cm '.

the 001 dir
Under the application of a uniaxi 1 txia s ress along
e [001] direction, the three equivalent (001}

conduction-band valleys (actually six in number,

three need to be considered) split into a doublet
1 an, , perpendicular to the stress and

a singlet [001] parallel to the stress direction.
For a compressive stress as '

thin e present case,
the singlet is lower in energy than the doublet,
consequently the carrier concentration and the

th
Fermi level of the singlet valley are enhanced t
he expense of the doublet valleys. The uniaxial

stress also splits the triply degenerate zone-
center optical phonon into a singlet 0 and a
doublet 0 .ou e „.The phonon singlet, which couples

S

to the carr'carrier enhanced singlet conduction band
valley, experiences a stronger Fano interaction
at a hi hg stress, resulting in a phonon line shape
with stronger asymmetry (lower q), lar er
broadening F, and a larger frequency shift due
to the self-ener- nergy ~~0. The phonon doublet 0„,
however, couples to the carrier depleted doublet

ric ig er q',valleys, and has a more symmetric (hi h ),
narrower line shape, with a lowered 4(d . The
doublet at hia igh stress, therefore, approaches the

0'

case of pure Si in line shape and frequency.
In Fig. 3 me plot the line shapes of the optical

phonon at zero stress and at a high stress (20
kbar along the [001] direction. The 'te exciting
ra ia ion was 64V1 A. The spectrum obtained at
zero stress is shown by the dots, while the s 1'd
line through the dots is the fit with Eq. (18a). At
a stress of 20o kbar, we plot, for the sake of
clarity, only the fits obtained for the phonon

e ong dashessinglet and doublet A and 0 . Th 1

denote the singlet 0, that couples to the carrier
enhanced singlet valley and exh'b't

7 i i s a stronger
asymmetry and larger broadening, while the
short dashes denote the doublet, narrower and
more symmetric, approaching the line sha e in
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TABLE II. Coefficients describing the splitting of the
zone-center optical phonon under uniaxial stress in pure
Si (units of 10 sec ~). The coefficients are defined in
Appendix B.

Coefficient
Present

measurements
Previous

measurements

p
q
r

-5.20 + 0.26
-5.33+ 0.26'

-1.43+ 0.07'
-1.89 + 0.09

0 59+ 0 03c

4.7&b

-5 9
-5.64 + 0.33~

1 2a, b

-1.5 +
0 63~'

f001] stress.
Reference 21, uniaxial stress.

c f111] stress
~Reference 22, hydrostatic stress.

TABLE III. Experimental and calculated values of q,
I', and Emo at zero and high stress (20 kbar) along the
[0013 direction for N-Si (n = 1.5 & 10 0 cm 3). Exciting
wavelength = 6471 L.

r (cm') a~, (cm ')

Zero
stress

20-kbar
doublet

Expt. -24+ 2

Theor.

Expt.

2 1~4

—100+20

Theor. high

0.32 + 0.14
0.11+ 0.14b
0.14 + 0.04

0.21 4 0.14
0+ 0.14

0

0.5+ 0.2

0+ 0.2

-0.10

20-kbar Kxpt.
singlet

9+ 1 0.75+ 0.14 -1.4+ 0.2
0.54 + 0.14
0.31 1 50cTheor. 12 c

~ I' obtained by subtracting y(pure Si) = 1.55 + 0.1 cm ~.
b1 obtained by subtracting y(doublet, 20 kb) =1.76+

0.14 cm ~.

The contribution from the filled part 6'(do is included
in these values.

angles). The circles and triangles represent the
phonon doublet and singlet, respectively. At zero
stress the frequency shift of the heavily doped Si
with respect to the pure Si is -0.5+0.2 cm '. This
difference is observed to decrease for the doublet
Q„asa high stressisreached, so that the frequency
of the doublet in heavily doped Si reaches that of
the doublet in pure Si. For the carrier enhanced
singlet in the heavily doped Si, the frequency shift
from pure Si incr'eases with stress to a value of
-1.4+0.2 cm ' at kbar.

The data for pure Si shown in Fig. 4 was obtained
under the same conditions as for heavily doped Si,
and is in agreement with previous measurements, "
which were limited to about 12 kbar. The present
measurements have been extended to a stress of
18 kbar. The coefficients describing the splitting

of the phonon P, q, and r (defined in Appendix 8)
obtained from our measurements are listed in
Table II.

The theoretical calculations performed for 4~„
q, and 1" at zero and high stress are summarized
in Table IQ, and compared with the experimental
results obtained for an exciting wavelength of
64V1 A. In performing the calculations, we have
used a Fermi level of 0.11 eV at zero stress. At
this Fermi level N~ „=0and @co =0.88 eV were
used to calculate 4~, . For the calculations at
high stress, if we assume that all the carriers
are in the singlet valleys at 20 kbar, we obtain a
Fermi level of 0.24 eV. This is, however, an
overestimate, since the sp1itting between the
doublet and singlet, calculated from known band-
def ormation potentials2' and elastic compliance
constants, "is 0.18 eV at 20 kbar. In order to
have the nominal electron density with this valley
splitting we must have a Fermi level of 0.22 eV
in the singlet and therefore 0.04 eV in the doublet.
This means that 22/q of the original number of
carriers are still in the doublet valleys. For the
above values of E~ we obtain 6~ =1.06 eV and
S~ „=0.18 eV for the singlet and 5~ =0.8 eV
and jgau „=0.18 eV for the doublet. Using these
values the parameters b ~„q,and 1" 'for the
phonon singlet and doublet were calculated as de-
scribed in Sec. III. As shown in Table ID, the
agreement between theory and experiment for
4~, is excellent. Good agreement is also found
for the values of q for zero stress and the singlet.
For the doublet, the q obtained from the fit to ex-
periment was rather insensitive to the numerical
value, Theoretically, it is actually only possible
to say that q is very large because of the value of
I"=0 (the electronic background barely overlaps
with the phonon). The calculated broadening agrees
only qualitatively with experiment. The broadening
of pure Si, y, taken to be 1.55+0.1 cm ' was sub-
tracted from the experimental linewidth to give 1
(Table III, Ref. a). One observes, however, that
even though q is quite high for the doublet and both
q and I'+y do not change appreciably between 12
and 20 kbar, suggesting a sufficient decoupling of
the valleys, the experimental broadening does not
reach that of pure Si. This suggests, as already
mentioned, that there may be other contributions,
such as disorder or the effect of atomic masses
of the dopant in these heavily doped crystals, that
contributes to broadening. If we took the broaden-
ing of the doublet to be the "intrinsic" broadening
and subtracted that to obtain the linewidth due to
the Fano interaction (Table III, Ref. b), we get a
more reasonable agreement with the theoretical
calculations. In view of the rather large errors
in the measurements of I', we believe that q and
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FIG. 5. Line shape of the optical phonon in heavily
doped n-Si as a function of uniaxial stress along the
[111]direction. The solid line is the curve for zero
stress, the short- and long-dashed lines for the doub-
let and singlet, respectively, at 20 kbar. The line
shapes of the peaks do not change with stress. The
intensity of the doublet is on a 4x expanded scale after
correcting for grating efficiency.

4~, are better indicators of the success of the
theory than 1".

The application of a [ill] uniaxial stress leaves
all the conduction band valleys equivalent. The
valley populations remain unchanged, therefore
the parameters q, I', and b, A)0 should not change
for either phonon singlet or doublet when a stress
is applied. That &ur, remains unchanged is dernon-
strated in the lower half of Fig. 4, where we plot
the phonon frequencies as a function of [ill]
stress for pure and heavily doped Si. The zero-
frequency shift between them is maintained for
the singlet and doublet as a function of stress.
The phonon line shapes for [111]stress are
plotted in Fig. 5. The asymmetry and broadening
remain unchanged up to 20 kbar within experi-
mental error.

While this result may sound reasonable, we
should point out that all X, points are expected to
split under a [111]stress. This splitting has
been calculated" to be = 100 me7 at 20 kbar, a
splitting that within our model should lead to
some change in I' and 4 cd. We have neither
observed this change nor the associated change
in q. We cannot offer, at this point, any plausible
explanation of this observation.

C. Second-order acoustical phonon 2TA(X)

We have also measured the frequency of the
second-order acoustical phonon 2TA(X) as a func-
tion of uniaxial stress along the [001] and [111]
directions for both pure and heavily doped n-Si.
A clear spectrum whose shift could be easily mea-

FIG. 6. Frequency of the second-order acoustical
phonon 2TA(X) as a function of applied uniaxial stress
along the [001] and [111]directions for pure and
heavily dopes n -Si. The circles are experimental
points and the solid lines are linear least-squares fits.

1 8 (dl

QQ
(21)

where X~ is the isothermal compressibility, taken
to be" l.012 && 10 "cm'/dyn, and u&, is the fre-
quency of the 2TA(X) phonon. Our measurements
confirm both the sign and magnitude obtained by
earlier work.

TABLE IV. The mode Griineisen parameter y& for
2TA(X) scattering for pure and heavily doped g-Si.

Material Present work Previous work

Pure Si
(-10"cm ')

Heavily doped
n-Si

(g =1'.5 x 102() cm 3)

-1.52+ 0.3
-1.75 4 0.3c

-1.81+ 0.3
1 35+0 3c

-1.4 y 0.2 b

—1.4 k 0.3~
-1.74 + 0.21 e

~[001] stress.
"Reference 25, hydrostatic stress, Raman scattering.
[111]stress.

~Reference 22, hydrostatic stress, Raman scattering.
Reference 26, un'iaxial stress, neutron scattering.

sured was obtained with 400 mW of 5145-A radia-
tion. The shiftinthefrequencyof thisphononof
mainly I', symmetry is expected to be only due
to the hydrostatic component of the stress. The
experimental results indicate that this is indeed
true. In Fig. 6 we plot the frequency of the phonon
as a function of applied uniaxial stress along the
[001] and [111]directions. There is a linear shift
to lower frequency. No change in line shape was
observed. The slope 8&v, /SE, where F is the
hydrostatic stress (F = —,'X in our case), is the
same within experimental error for both stress
directions and for both pure and heavily doped
n-Si. In Table IV we list the mode GrGneisen
parameters y, obtained by our measurements.
y, is defined as
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the effects of interband
transitions on the phonon spectra in heavily doped
n-Si. The zone-center optical phonon exhibits a
Pano-type line shape due to the discrete-continuum
interaction, while there is no effect on the second-
order acoustical spectrum. Vfe studied the Fano-
type line shapes in detail, as a function of exciting
frequency and uniaxial stress. The parameters
that describe the Fano interaction —the asymmetry
parameter q, the broadening F, and the frequency
shift due to the self-energy 4~~—were calculated
from microscopic theory. A purely algebraic
approach, assuming parabolic conduction bands,
is used to obtain theoretical values of the three
parameters that are in excellent agreement with
experiment. The results confirm the sign and
magnitude of the deformation potential D, for the
coupling of the 4,-h, , conduction bands by the
optical phonon (D, =- 8.08 eV) obtained from
pseudopotential theory.

The second-order acoustical phonon 2TA(X) was
studied under uniaxial stress for both pure and
heavily doped n-Si. The shift in the frequency con
firms the sign and magnitude of this shift obtained
previously by hydrostatic pressure measurements,
and is the same within experimental error for
both. pure and heavily doped Si.

In order to determine q [ Eg. (Ic)], the signs of
V and T, should be determined in a consistent
manner, using the same set of valence- and con-
duction-band wave functions. The signs of the
other three parameters that enter into the calcula-
tion of q are known: I" (positive), b, &o, (negative,
as found in Sec. IV A), and T~ (negative, Ref. 20).

The wave functions of the conduction bands at
the X, point along the [001] direction can be
wr-itten as linear combinations of the basis27

With the pseudopotential coefficienbP' v, = —0.21
Ry and v, =0.04 Ry we find P =0.89, tw = -0.46.

The electron-phonon interaction potential V,~
is expanded in terms of plane waves

v~cos G ~ L e' (A4)

The summation runs over all reciprocal. -lattice
vectors 5. e@' ' is the plane wave corresponding
to 5 and va is the pseudopotential coefficient
written in the standard form v p, p, ~ 2 for a recip-
rocal-lattice vector 4—= (8, c,d). I, is the position
vector, —,

' a(l, 1, 1+6), corresponding to an atom at
—,
' a(1, 1,1) displaced by a [001] phonon by a5/&.
Upon expanding V,~ the only components that have
nonzero matrix elements between the 4, and n,
conduction bands are those corresponding to the
reciprocal-lattice vectors (111) and (200), which
are, respectively

V,~,, = —v, (5w/4M2 )([111]+ [111]+ [111]

—[111]+ [111]+ [111]+ [ill] —[111]),
V,~, =- v~(w6/2)([002] +[002]) . (A&)

The matrix element for the electron-phonon inter-
action between the 4, and b„bands is

(b., ~

P',
& 3+ V,& 4 ~

h~, ) =- ww5(~2 P~vs+ a v4} .
(A6)

We have defined the electron-phonon matrix ele-
ment V in terms of the deformation potential D,
[Eg. (9)] such that D, is the interaction for one
atom moving —,'u. If we set —,'a6=-,'a, i.e., 6 4,
we obtain from Eg. (A6),

D, =- 2 w(M Pav, + a'v, } .
Substituting the values of the pseudopotential co-
efficients from Ref. 28 (v, =-0.21 Ry, v, =-0.12
Ry), we obtain

Do = —8.08 ev.
[110]—[110] [110]+ [110]

1 ~3

[001]—[001] [001]+ [001]
Q ~ t 4

where

[hkl ]=exp[i(2w/a)(hx+ky+lz)].

(Al)

(A2)

Other factors in the expression for V [Eg. (9)]
being positive, the sign of V is negative.

The electronic matrix element T, is calculated
using Egs. (AS) and the wave functions of the X,
valence band~'

[110]+ [110] [110]—[110]
5 8

The wave functions obtained by finding the eigen-
vectors of Ecl. (84) in Ref. 27 are

2 '~'[P(u, +u, )+a(u, +u,)] for n,

and

2 '~'[P(u, -u, )+a(u, -u, )] for b„

The transition matrix elements are

=- —,'(2w/a)9t'P' . (A10)

The expression for T, [Eg. (17)] becomes
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(All)

which is negative for IQ below the E, gap, E,—E„
=4.4 eP.

Q, =co +bA„+—,'40,
0 =w +bQ„——LhQ .

The hydrostatic shift is given by

dQ„=(X/6s), )(P+2q)(S„+2S„),
while the singlet-doublet splitting is

For a uniaxial stress applied along either the
[001] or f ill] directions, the threefold degen-
eracy of the zone-center optical phonon is lifted.
The phonon splits into a singlet Q, and a doublet
0,. There is also a shift in the frequency of the
phonon 40„,due to the hydrostatic component of
the stress. The frequencies of the singlet and
doublet, respectively, are given by"

( P —q)(S„—S„)for X!![001],
sa =&

rS„for %!![111],

where S», 8», and S~ are the elastic compliance
constants. ~ The constants p, q, and r, intrinsic
to the material, are therefore completely deter-
mined by the application of uniaxial stresses along
the [001] and [ill] directions.
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